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Synopsis 
!"lyperas~mptotic expansions were recently introduced by Berry and Howls, and yield refined 
information by expanding remainders in asymptotic expansions. In a recent paper of Olde Daalhuis, a 
method was given for obtaining hyperasymptotic expansions of integrals that represent the confluent 
hypergeometric V-function. This paper gives an extension of that method to neighbourhoods of the 
so-called Stokes lines. At each level, the remainder is exponentially small compared with the previous 
remainders. Two numerical illustrations confirm these exponential improvements. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we give hyperasymptotic expansions for the confluent hyper-
geometric functions U(a, c, z) for large lzl. where z is in a neighbourhood of a 
so-called Stokes line. An integral representation for the U(a, c, z) is 
(1.1) 
where b = a - c + 1 and where the constant a fulfils ma > 0. 
First we give a general description of hyperasymptotic expansions. Simple 
asymptotic expansions are of the form f(z)=a 0 +a 1z- 1+ ... +aNo_ 1z1-N°+ 
RNiz), where RN,lz) = O'(z-N") as lzl-oo. The optimal N0 can be obtained by 
minimisation of the remainder RN0 when z is given. Generally, N0 is a function of 
z. Considering RN0 as a function depending on two large parameters (z and N0 ), it 
is expanded in a new asymptotic expansion, which is truncated at 
N1: RN0(z) =Bo+ B1 + ... + BN,-1 + RN,(Z), where the remainder RN,(z) appears 
to be exponentially small compared with RN,lz ), as lz I - oo. The Bm are not of the 
form const. z-M-m. Repeating this, we obtain 
f(z) = ao + ... + aN0 -1Z I-Nu+ Bo+ ... + BN,-1 +Co+ C1 + ... + RN.(Z) (1.2) 
where RN" appears to be exponentially small compared with RN,,_,, i.e. 
RN = O(e-A•1' 1), as lzl- 00 , where 0 <Ao< A1 < A2 < .... A hyperasymptotic expansion for U(a, c, z) is given in [5], for lzl- oo. This 
expansion is limited to the sector larg (z )I< n. This is due to new exponentially 
small terms in the asymptotic expansion of U(a, c, z ), which appear in neighbour-
hoods of the Stokes lines arg (z) = ±n. These new terms are of the same order as 
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RN/z ). For hyperasymptotic expansions in a neighbourhood of these Stokes lines, 
we need more complicated functions than the functions used in (5). 
Two asymptotic expansions for U(a, c, z ), in a neighbourhood of arg (z) = n, 
are 
U( , )~ ·a~(-l)n(a),,(b),, a, c, z z L., ' n ' 
n=O n. Z 
targ (z )I~ ~n: - 8, (1.3) 
.e-(a+h)tri b-1 z oc (l-a),,(1-b)n 
- 2m f( )f(b) z e L 1 n , !n: - 8 ~ arg (z) ~ h + 8, a n=O n.z 
(1.4) 
where Pochhammer's symbol (a )n is defined by (a )n = f(a + n )/f(a ), and where 8 
is a small positive constant. These expansions are combined into the following 
expansion given in [8]: 
U(. ) = -a~l(-l)"(a)"(b),,+R() a, C, Z Z L., I n N Z , 
n=O n. Z 
RN(z)=(-l)N2n zh-1ez ~1 (-l)M(l -a),,,(1-b)m 
f(a)f(b),,,=o ml 
X FN-m+a+h-1(z) + R ( ) 
m M Z, 
z 
(1.5) 
where N = lzl - a - b + 1 +a, !al being bounded, and where M is an arbitrary 
fixed integer. This expansion holds for larg (z )I~ ~n; - 8. The extra functions that 
we shall use in hyperasymptotic expansions of U(a, c, z ), in neighbourhoods of 
the Stokes lines, are 
(1.6) 
This function is closely related to one of the incomplete gamma functions in the 
following way: F;,(z) = (2n:r 1r(p)f(l-p, z). In (7] it is shown that 
FN+p(Z) = !(- ltie-piri erfc {c( 8)Vp} + o( I exp (-~c( 0)] 2 ) I), as \z I~ oo, 
(1.7) 
where z is written as z = pei6 , and where p is fixed and IN - pi is bounded; 
furthermore c( 9) = Ve;9 + 1 + i( 0 - n;). This expansion combined with (1.5) 
shows the appearance of new exponentially small terms in the asymptotic 
expansion of U(a, c, z ), in a neighbourhood of the Stokes lines e = ±n. 
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The hyperasyrnptotic expansion presented in this paper is of the form 
U(a, c, z) = z-a Nf t (-lt (a)~(~)n 
n=O n. Z 
ez 
+(-l)Na:2trf(a)f(b) U(l-b,c,pe;<e-"))Fa+No(z) as p-+oo, 
+ N.H.E., (1.8) 
and it holds for 8 ~ () ~ 2n - 8, where, again, z = pe;9 and 8 is a small positive 
constant. The N.H.E. stands for Normal Hyperasymptotic Expansion, which is of 
the form described at the beginning of this section and in [5]. 
2. Hyperasymptotic expansions of U(a, c, z), for /arg (z)/ <'IT 
In this section we summarise the results and the method of [5]. We write z = pe;o 
and we take t = re-;e, where - n + 5 ~ e ~ n - 8 and 8 small and positive. In this 
way we obtain an analytic continuation with respect to this z-domain for 
U(a, c, z ), with 
U(a, c, z) = ~~:; L"' e-prr"- 1(1 + re-;e)-b dr. 
We define .fo( r) = (1 + re-;9)-b and we expand fu( r) at r = 0 
No-l(b) 
fu(r)= L _n(-re-;er + rN"/i(r). 
n=O nJ 
Taylor's theorem gives for f1 ( r) the following integral representation: 
1 J f0(w) dw 




where we choose 0 0 (0, r) the union of the circles lwl = l - E and lw - rl = £/2, 
where 0 < E < ~ and E is bounded away from 0. In the case that I rl ;§ 1 - t: /2, we 
have to adjust this contour. See Figure 2.1. On lr + e;el ~I:' we have \.M r)I ;§ E-:Hb' 
0 0 
Figure 2.1. The normal and adjusted contour of integration of (2.3). 
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and with (2.3) we obtain 
lfi(r)l~C1(1-e)-N°, as lr+e;8 l~~e, (2.4) 
where C 1 does not depend on N0 • We substitute (2.2) in (2.1) and obtain 
(2.5) 
with 
e-iatl i'° RNo(z) = f(a) o e-pi-'l'a-1+Nof1(r) dr. (2.6) 
With (2.4) we estimate 
(2.7) 
The integrand has a maximum at 'l' = 'Yi. where 'Yi fulfils p = (lna - 1 + N0 )/'}' 1• 
This maximum is e-PY11)">'1(l - eYl!a-t-py1, and it is the main factor in asymptotic 
estimations of the right-hand side of (2.7). This factor as a function of 'Yi is 
minimal at 'Yi= 1 - e. So, we choose N0 = [p(l - e) - ffia + 1] and afterwards we 
take 'Yi = (ffia - 1 + N0)/ p, where [y] denotes the integer part of y. This 
z-dependence of N0 is typical in hyperasymptotic expansions, and with this N0 the 
remainder is minimal. Laplace's method (see (6, p. 80]) gives the estimate 
IRNn(z)I = o( C1 ~e-P'Yl1¥10 -l), as 1z1- 00• (2.8) 
Now we describe the method for obtaining the (n + l)th-level of the hyper-
asymptotic expansion from the remainder of the nth-level. More details are given 
in [5], and the next section is more detailed. The remainder at the nth-level is of 
the form 
where 
f' ( )=_!_f f,.(w)dw 
Jn+I 'l' . N ' 2m Q,,(y,,,r) (w - 'Yn) •(w - r) (2.10) 
and where O.,,('}',,, r) is a contour that encircles 'Yn and r. These contours look like 
those in Figure 2.1. The estimations of the RN,, are of the form 
J"' rllla-l+No I 'l' - 'Y IN' I r - 'Y IN,, IRN,,(z)I ~ c,, e-pr (1- r d( ) ~ ... d( ) ~ d'l', (2.11) 
o e /'1, 8 Pie 'Ym 8 p,,e 
where d('Ym· 8) = V1~ + 2'Ym cos 8+1 and Pm= 2 - rm. To obtain N,,, such that 
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Figure 2.2. The graph of the integrand of (2.11). 
the right-hand side of (2.11) is minimal, we analyse the integrand of (2.11). This 
integrand is of the form shown in Figure 2.2. The local maxima are at 
r = si, j = 1, 2, ... , n, n + 1, and these si fulfil 
ma - 1 + N0 N1 N,, p= +--+ ... +--
Si Si - Y1 Si - y,. 
(2.12) 
From (2.12) it follows that s 1, ••• , s,, are decreasing functions of N,,, and that sn+i 
is an increasing function of N,,. It is not difficult to prove that the local maxima at 
s1, ... , s,, are decreasing functions of N,,, and that the local maximum at s,,+ 1 is 
decreasing on the interval Sn+ 1 E ( y,,, y,. + d( y,,, 8) - p,.E) and increasing on the 
interval s11 +1 E ( y11 + d( y,,, 8) - p,.E, oo). Thus for some N,, E 1\1 the global maxi-
mum is minimal, and it is attained at s,,+ 1• Now we expandf,,+ 1(r) at y,,+ 1 =sn+ 1: 
fn+1(r) = bo + b1(r- Yn+1) + ... + b,v,.,,(r - Yn+i)N",,-l 
+ ( r - Yn+ I )Nn•IJ,.+2( r). 
We substitute this expansion in (2.9) and we obtain the (n + l)th-level 
e-ia6N,,, 1 • I Ir 
RN,.(z)=-- L b,,. e prra··I+N" ... (r-y")N" 
f(a) tfF•ll (I 
X (r - y,,+ 1)"' dr + RN,..,(z). 
In [5] it is explained how the integrals in (2.14) can be computed. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
At the first and second levels of the hyperasymptotic process, the minimal 
global maximum is attained only at the furthest right maximum (i.e. at s,,+ 1). For 
the higher levels this is not obvious, and in the next section we show what 
happens if the global maximum is attained at more than 1 of the si. 
At each level we obtain iRN,.(z)I = V(p-le-A"p) as lzl-7x, where 
A0 ~ 1 < A1 < A2 < A3 < .... We do not have a proof as to whether or not {A,,},,ccN 
is an unbounded sequence. For 8=0, we have A1 -1·90 and A2 -3·59. Thus at 
the second level our A2 already exceeds the limiting of 2·39 of a different method, 
which is described at the end of the next section. 
3. Hyperasymptotic expansions of U(a, c, z), near the Stokes line arg (z) = 1T 
In this section we shall obtain a hyperasymptotic expansion for U(a, c, pe;0 ) of 
the form (1.8), which holds for 8 :2 e 2 2;rr - 8. The expansion will be in terms of 
the function Fa+N,,(z), and functions of the form U(l - b, c, Ape;<e ·"l), where A is 
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a positive constant. Notice that for confluent hypergeometric functions with the 
present z-domain, we have already derived a hyperasymptotic expansion in 
Section 2 and [5]. 
We start with the expansion (2.5), and we use [8] where an integral 
representation for RN0(z) is given in the form 
= - Noe-ilJ(a+No-1) ("' U(l - b, C, pr)e-p-c:,.a+No-1 
RNo(z) ( 1) f(a)f(b) Jo r + e;e dr. (3.1) 
This integral is defined for - n < e < n and N0 > max (flt( -a), llt( - b) ). Now we 
sub-
stitute 
U(l - b, c, pr) = {U(l - b, c, pr) - U(l - b, c, pe;<e-"))} + U(l - b, c, pe;<e-")) 
in (3.1) and we obtain 
R (z)=(-l)N"e g (r z)e--prra+No- 1 dr --iB(a+N0 -1) I"' ~ f(a)f(b) o I ' 
+ 2n(-l)No zU(l b i(IJ-"))F ( ) f(a)f(b)e - ,c,pe a+N0 Z, (3.2) 
where we used the integral representation (1.6) for the second term, and where 
( ) _ U(l - b, c, pt) - U(l - b, c, pe1<1J-rc)) g1 t, z - t + e'e (3.3) 
This function is regular in t = e;<e-ni, thus the right-hand side of (3.2) is an 
analytic continuation of RNJz) for - n < e < 3n. 
In the remaining part of this section, we shall give a hyperasymptotic expansion 
for the first term of the right-hand side of (3.2), that is 
S (z)=(-l)Noe g (!' z)e-pr!'a+No-ld!' -ilJ(a+No--1) L"' 
No f(a)f(b) o 1 ' • 




where C1(t, e) = C1 max (ltl- 1maHHhi, e), with e a small positive constant. With 
(3.5), we estimate 
ISN0(z)I ~ C1p~Hh-t f"' e-p-r:r~Ha+No--I dr, 
() 
(3.6) 
where C 1 depends on a, b and £, and for small s we can obtain the estimate 
ISN0(z)I = eJ(p~ltb-5e--p), as p~oo. 
For the Taylor series of g 1(t, z) at t =A, where A is a positive number, we can 
use the next expression: 
d" 1 [ d"- J ] 
dt"gi(t,z)=t+e;e (-p)"(l-b),,U(l-b+n,c+n,pt)-ndt"_ 1 g,(t,z), 
(3.7) 
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which is proved in the appendix. With the recursion relation 
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y-z 1 
U(a + 2, y + 2, z) = ( l) U(a + 1, y + 1, z) + ( ) U(a, y, z), (3.8) 
za+ za+l 
which follows from Kummer's equation, it follows that the coefficients of the 
Taylor series of g 1(t, z), at t =.A, can be computed easily from the "known" 
U(l - b, c, pA), U(2 - b, c + 1, pA) and U(l - b, c, pe;<e-"l). 
Now we expand g1(r, z) in a Taylor series at r =Yr, where y 1 is the maximum 
of the integrand of (3.6), (see Section 2): 
gr(r, z) = bo.r + bu(r- Y1) + ... + bN,-1,1(•- Y1r- 1 + (r- Yi)N'gz(r, z), (3.9) 
where 
1 J g1(w, z) g2(t, z) = -. N dw, 
2m n,(y,.rl (w - Yr) '(w - t) (3.10) 
and where Q 1 (YI> t) is a contour that encircles y 1 and r. For obtaining sharp 
estimates for gz(t, z ), we choose here and below for n = 1, 2, 3, ... 
Q( )={{wECjlw-ynl=/'n-p,,EOrlw-ti=2-"s} for mt>pnE, 
n 'Yn> t {w E IC I iw - Ynl = 'Yn - p,,E or Jw - tl = !~h} for 0 < mr ~ p,,£, 
(3.11) 
where p,, = 2 - 2r--n. Thus Q,,( y,,, t) is the union of two circles. In the case that 
these discs intersect, we take Q,,(y,,, t) the outer part of these two circles. (See 
Figure 2.1.) With this Q 1(y 1 , t) it is not difficult to prove that 
Jg 2(t, z)J ~ Cz(t, e)p~ll1>-i(Yr - p 1E)-l'", ~lt(t) > 0, (3.12) 
where C2(t, c) is of the same form as Cr(t, c), used in (3.5). 
We substitute (3.9) in (3.4) and we obtain 
e-ie(a+Nw· r) N,-1 I""' 
S (z)=(-l)N11 """"b e-·pr,a+No··r(r-y )"dr+S (z) (3.13) 
No f( )f(b) L.J n, r I N 1 , a n=O O 
where 
e-ie(a+No-1) I"' 
S (z) = (- l)N° g (r z)e···prra+N°- 1(r - y )N' dr. 
N1 f(a)f(b) 0 2 ' l (3.14) 
Again, in [5] it is explained how to compute the integrals in (3.13). With (3.12) we 
estimate 
(3.15) 
where C2 only depends on a, b and s. The graph of the integrand of (3.15) looks 
like Figure 2.2; it has two local maxima, and it is not difficult to prove that the 
furthest right maximum is the global maximum. This maximum is minimal for 
N1 = p(Y1 - P1£)2(2Y1 - P1£)- 1. So we choose N1 = [p(y1 - P1£)2(2Y1 - P1£)- 1], 
and we call y2 the place where the integrand has its maximum. We have 
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12=211-p 1t:+O(p-1), as p-oo, and for small t: we obtain 
!SN,(Z)I = O(pmb-,e-<1.3o ... Jp), as p-oo. 
Next we want to expand g2(r, z) in a Taylor series at r = 12· By wntmg 
gz(r,z)={g1(r,z)-L;;';,,(/bn,1(r-11)n}(r-y1)-N1, it follows that the Taylor 
series of g2(r, z) at r = y2 can be computed with the Taylor series of g1(r, z) at 
r = 'Y2· We write 
gi(r, z) = bo,2 + b1,2(r - 12) + ... + bN2-1,2(r - 12)N2 - 1 + (r - 'Y2)N2g3(r, z), 
(3.16) 
and we obtain 
e-ifi(a+No-1) N2-! 
SN,(Z) = (-l)No f(a)f(b) n~O bn,2 
x r e-pT~+No- 1(-c - 11r( 'C - 12t dr + SN/z), (3.17) 
With estimates for g3(t, z), which look like (3.12), we estimate 
ISN,(z)I ~ C3p~llb-1 J"" e-P"rma+No-1 I 'C - 'Y1 IN' I r - 12 IN' dr. 
o 'Y1 - P1B 12 - P2B 
(3.19) 
Now the integrand has three local maxima, at r = s1, s2 , s3 , with s 1 < s2 < s3 . The 
local maxima at s1 and s2 are decreasing functions of N2 , and the local maximum 
at s3 is decreasing on the interval s3 E ( 12 , 212 - p2s ), and increasing on the 
interval s3 E (212 - p2t:, oo). For small and medium N2 , the global maximum is at 
s1 , but for a certain large N2(N2 -(1.85 .. . )p with t: small) the global maximum is 
minimal and it is attained at s1 and s3• With the aid of a computer we were able to 
show that ISN2(z)I = O'(pmb-~e-<1.94···>P), asp- oo. 
An expansion of g3(r, z) at r = s1 will give an estimate of ISN3(z)I, which is of 
the form (3.19), with an extra factor l(r-s1)(s1 -p3s)- 1IN3 in the integrand. 
When N3/ p is bounded away from 0, for large p, the extra factor is too large in a 
neighbourhood of s3 and the estimate of ISN3(z)I explodes. Thus, to obtain the 
next level of the hyperasymptotic expansion, we expand g3 ( r, z) at r = 13 = s3 • 
The method for obtaining this level is the same as the method for obtaining the 
previous levels, but many more terms are needed for a large exponential 
improvement. This follows from the estimate 
ISN3(z)I ~ C4pmb-1 f' e-P"rma+No-1 
I r-11 IN'I r-yz IN'I r-131N3 X 11 - P1B 12 - P2B 'Y3 - p3S dr, (3.20) 
and now the global maximum of this integrand is greater than the previous 
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maximum times [( y 3 - s1)( y 3 - p3e)- 1t 3• But the method still works and with this 
method we can obtain nth-level hyperasymptotic expansions. 
NoTE. Olver's expansion (1.5) is obtained by substituting 
V(l - b, c, pr:) = (pr:)b-1 ~1 (-1r (1 - a),«\: b )m + R:W(pr:), 
m=O m! p7: 
(3.21) 
in (3.1). The remainder RM(z) in (1.5) is 
R - (-1r+Me-i9(a+N-I) r e-pr~+N-1 r U(a, c, pr:s)e-pTSSM-b 
M(z)-f(a)r(b)f(l-a)f(l-b)J0 r:+e;8 ) 0 s+l dsdr:, 
(3.22) 
where M < N. This substitution of the asymptotic expansion of the U-function in 
the remainder can be repeated, and a hyperasymptotic expansion is obtained. 
This method is described in more detail in [2]. In that paper it is proved that at 
each level the optimal number of terms (the Nn) is smaller than the optimal 
number of terms at the previous level. The final error in [2] is 
RNjz) = O(e-<2·39···l1' 1), as lz I~ oo. In this method, the universal hyperterminants 
are "horrible" multiple integrands, while the coefficients are very simple. In our 
method, the universal components are polynomials (see [5]), easily calculated by 
recursion, but the coefficients, the bnm' are more difficult to obtain. 
At each level we obtain ISN"(z)I = O(lzlmb-3e-"" 1z1) as lzl~oo, where 
Ao< A1 < A2 < ... , and o ~ arg (z) ~ 21' - 8. For the first five of the An we have 
Ao-1, Ai-1·30, A2 -1·94, A3 -2·38 and h.4 -2·46, as lzl~oo. Thus in neigh-
bourhoods of the Stokes lines our A4 already exceeds Berry and Howls' limiting 
value of 2·39. 
4. Discussion 
In Section 2 and in [5], we have shown how a hyperasymptotic expansion can be 
obtained for U(a, c, z). This expansion is valid far from the Stokes lines. This 
method can be generalised to any function F(z) expressible as a Laplace 
transform: 
F(z) = r ta-ie-''f(t) dt, (4.1) 
where ma> 0, and f(t) is an analytic function in a sector containing [O, oo), with 
lf(t)I ~ Ce<T1, t E [O, oo), C, u > 0. 
In Section 3 it was shown how a hyperasymptotic expansion can be obtained for 
U(a, c, z ), which is valid near the Stokes line. This method can be generalised to 
any function G(z) expressible as a Stieltjes transform of the form: 
G(z) = f"' t0 - 1e-'1 f(t) dt, (4.2) 
0 t + 1 
with the same conditions on f and a. 
At present, there are two main methods in the literature for obtaining 
hyperasymptotic expansions of integrals. In the first method, of Berry and Howls, 
the "difficult part" of the integral representing the remainder (the function 
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TABLE5.1 
Hyperasymptotic approximations to V(L I, z) for z = 10e"1 and f = ifii·, 
Level Approximation Exact-approximation 
zcroth -0·32531887427684i l·4X!0. 5 +1·2XlC) o· l N0 =11 
VF 0·00001403163469-0·32531593185480i -1·7X10 6i 
first 0·00001403163469-0·32531763374864i !-4Xl0 8i N 1 =5 
second 0·00001403163469-0· 3253 J 762008956i -1·8 x JO 11 j N2 = 19 
third 0·00001403163469-0·32531762010763i -9·2 x 10' 14i N3 = 67 
exact 0·00001403163469-0·32531762010773i () 
'l">--? U(I - b, c, pr) in (3.1)), is expanded in a simple asymptotic expansion. The 
next level of the hyperasymptotic expansion is obtained by substituting the simple 
asymptotic expansion into the integral representing the remainder. This method is 
used in [2, 4, 8, 9, 10]. In [9], Paris starts with a Mellin-Barnes integral 
representation of V(a, c, z), and he obtains expansion (1.5). The advantage of the 
first method is that it remains valid across the Stokes lines. 
The second method was anticipated in [3]. Boyd indicates how hyperasymptotic 
expansions of Stieltjes transforms can be obtained. This method is worked out in 
more detail in [5]. In this paper we extend this method to neighbourhoods of 
Stokes lines. We start by expanding the "large parameter independent part" of 
the integral representing the remainder (the function/,,+ 1 ( r) in (2. 9) ), in a Taylor 
series at the main saddle point. The next level of the hyperasymptotic expansion 
is obtained by substituting the Taylor series into the integral representing the 
remainder. With this method we can achieve greater accuracy. 
5. Numerical illustrations 
We illustrate the method of the previous sections with the K-Bessel function. We 
choose a = b = ! and have 
(5.1) 
In the following illustrations we calculate the VF-contribution of (3.2), that is the 
second term on the right-hand side of (3.2), "exact". The zeroth-level is (2.5). 
The VF-level is the zeroth-level plus the VF-contribution of (3.2). The first level 
is the previous plus (3.13). And so on. 
Notice that on the Stokes line arg (z) = n the VF-contribution of (3.2) takes 
TABLE 5.2 
Hyperasymptotic approximations to Vd, I, z) for z = !Oel"'1 and f = H1x1 
Level Approximation Exact-approximation 
zeroth 0·22848404036066-0·21753754623525i 6·9 x 10·9 - 2·4 x 10. 6i N0 = II 
VF O· 22848580197590-0· 21753930930013i -1·7X 10 "-6-4Xl0 7i 
first 0·22848403527347-0·21753996260505i 1·2x10-8 + 8·9 x 10"' 9i N1 =5 
second O· 22848404727888-0·2 l 753995365582i -}·4X 10-ll _ l·3X 10 ·Iii N2 =19 
third 0·22848404726479-0· 21753995366845i -6·9 x 10 14 - 6-5 x 10- 14i N3 =67 
exact 0·22848404726472-0· 21753995366852i 0 
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into account the real part of the V-function. This VF-contribution is of the same 
order as RN,,(lOe,..;), and it is due to this VF-contribution that the hyperasymptotic 
expansion in Section 2 is limited to /arg (z )/ < 7r. 
In these numerical illustrations the third level approximation is better than the 
final approximation that can be obtained with the method described at the end of 
Section 3. 
Appendix 
For obtaining estimates for g1(t, z) on ffit >0, we write z = pe;6 and t = se;v, 
where 0 < (} < 2n and -~1t" < v <h. We use (1.1) in (3.3) and obtain 
g1(t, z) = rfib~lb) f e-yy-b 
[(1 +--1'.'.-,-)a-\seiv)b-1 _ (1 + _Y _ )a-l(ei(ll-irl)b-1] pse'v pe1<11 ir) 
x iv ;c11-irJ dy, (A.I) 
se -e 
where the function between brackets is bounded for s >e. Thus 
/gi(t,z)/~Ctpmb-i, ffit>O and /t/>e. 
For /t/ < e, we first estimate V(l - b, c, pt) with 
1 lx IV(l - b c pt)/::::; e-psxx-~11b(l + x)ma-I dx. 
, , - /f(l - b )/ 0 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
In the case where ~){a~ 1, we can estimate the right-hand side of (A.3) with 
1 Ix 1 lx /f(l - b)/ o e-p.1·xx-m"(l + xYlta-1 dx ~ /f(l - b)/ o e-psxx-:itb dx 
<f(l-ffib)( ):ltb-1 
= lf(l - b )I ps . (A.4) 
In the case where ~)ta> 1, we can estimate the right-hand side of (A.3) with 
1 l"' :Hh - I f x ( :Ha - I 
e-psxX-:Hh(l +xylta-1 dx = p e-syy-:ltb 1 +~) dy 
/f(l - b)I o /f(l - b)I o p 
!lth-1 f" ~ /f~l - b)/ ll e-syy-:lth(l + yyHu-1 dy 
= f(l - ~){b)Pm1>-1V(l - ~){b i)tc s) 
lf(l -b)I . " ' 
(A.5) 
In * we used that U(a, y, z) = o(z-i:>ht), as z ~o. This rough estimate follows 
from [1, 13.5.5 ... 13.5.12]. Thus we obtain the estimate 
(A.6) 
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and finally 
lg1(t,z)l:;§iCi-P:ii1>- 1 1w 1maHltb 1, ffit>O and ltl~e. (A.7) 
Estimate (3.5) is the union of estimates (A.2) and (A.7). 
For the proof of (3.7), we start with 
1 f"" e - pix - epe'"x 
g (t z) = . x-b(l + x)a-I dx 
1 
' f(l-b) 0 t+e18 
=- P f"'f1epxy(r+e'"ldye-p'xx1-1>(I+xy-1dx 
f(l - b) () () 
f(2-b)f 1 . 
= -pf(l-b) 0 U(2-b,c+1, p[t(l - y)- ye 18]) dy. (A.8) 
In the following 
U(a. +n, y+n,y) 
derivation, we use (dn /dyn)U(a., y, y) = (-y)"(a.)n 
~ rl~ 
dtng1(t, z) = -p(l -b) Jo dt" U(2- b, c + 1, p(t(l -y)-ye;8 ]) dy 
X U(2- b + n, c + n + 1, p[t(l - y) - ye;8 ]) dy 
(-p)"(l-b),,[ 
= ·e U(l - b + n, c + n, pt) 
t + e' 
-n f (1-y)"- 1U(l - b + n, c + n, p[t(I - y) - ye;8 ]) dy J 
1 [ d" l ] 
= --.e (-pt(l -b),,U(l - b + n, c + n, pt)- n -.-_1g 1(t, z) . 
t + e' dt" 
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